
Teacher : Sharlene Mills    Date :  Day 1 
(April, 2013) 
 
Subject : Mathematics    Class : 7A  
  
Topic  :  Algebra (Solving Simple Linear Equations)  
 
Duration  : 100 minutes 
 
Aim  : How is equality maintained when solving equations?  
 
Prerequisites  : Students should know: 

(i) What is an algebraic expression? 
(ii) How to read an algebraic expression. 
(iii) How to add or subtract, multiply or divide whole or 

integer numbers. 
(iv) Identify the different parts of an algebraic expression. 

 
  

Objectives : After class discussion, students should be able to: 
   Knowledge  

(i) Investigate the effectiveness of balancing when solving 
an equation.  

    
Skill  
(ii) Use manipulatives to solve linear equation. 
(iii) Solve linear equations using the appropriate steps. 

 
Attitude 
(iv) Verify and check solutions to equations by substitution 

 
 
 

 
MOTIVATION  

 The teacher will tell students to think of any number, and write the number down.  
 Add 5 to the number, and then subtract 5. What is the result? 
  Students will be selected at random to tell their results. 
 When each student gives their result, the teacher will tell them what number the student 

thought off. 
 The teacher will ask students to think of a number, write it down, multiply that number by 

4, then divide by 4, what is the result.  
 Again, the teacher will select students randomly to tell their answer. The teacher will also 

tell the class the number the student thought about.  
 Steps will be repeated each time changing the operation. 
 The teacher hopes that this activity will drive home the point that, if we start with a 

number( , perform some operation, then perform its inverse operation, we will end with 
that number (  
 
E.g. Think of a number (10) + 5 = 15 – 5 = 10 , start and end with the number you 
thought of.  



 
ACTIVATE PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE 

 
 Students will be given a series of one step equations and asked to tell their solution. 

 

 
 Students will be asked to explain how they the got the solution. Teacher expects them to 

use mental calculation to arrive at answer.  
 The teacher will tell students that although they can easily find the solutions, they will be 

thought how to solve the equations algebraically. In the introduction, we assigned values 
to variables and found the value of the expression; now we are given the value of the 
expression and are asked to find the value of the variable. 

MINI LESSON Investigation with human balance. 
 A student will be asked to come to the front of the class and stretch is hands out.  
 The teacher will place in each hand a book of the same size. What do you observe? 

(Student maintains his balance).  
 The teacher will place another book of the same size onto of one of the books and ask the 

students to tell their observation (Student lost balance because one of his hand has more 
weight than the other). 

 Another book of the same size will be placed in the other hand (students regained his 
balance).  

 To maintain balance, whatever is done to one side hand must be done to the other hand. 
 
The teacher will make students know that the same concept applies when solving equations.  

 The teacher will say to students, “In one of my hand, I have  objects. I add five of the 
same object to my same hand. In my other hand, I have 15 of the same objects. Can you 
tell me how many objects I had in my hand at first? That is what is ” 
 
Expected Answer: 10 

 Teacher will demonstrate to students how to find solution to problem using the algebraic 
appreciate. 
 

 
 

 
 Teacher will ask students to model steps to solve this equation  

 
Teacher  will ask students how would they solve:  
Hint: Model the previous solution. 
 

 
 

 
 
What about :  

 

 
 

 
 
PARTNER/ 
SMALL GROUP  

 
Working in small groups students will be asked to solve the following equations. 
 

(i)  



(ii)  
(iii)  
(iv)  
(v)  

 
 
INDEPENDENT 
WORK 

 
Students will be given problems from their text book similar to concepts learnt 

 
LESSON 
EVALUATION 

 

Students will be asked to write a paragraph to explain why each step was performed when solving 
equations. 

 
EVALUATION 
 
 


